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The Irish imported into this kingdom of the lower class [he wrote] are
those who annually come to harvest work and when that is over return with
the savings of their labour to their own country. These are useful, faithful,
good servants to the farmer and as they are of great use to the kingdom,
deserve protection and encouragement. The others are a set of fellows made
desperate by their crimes, and whose stay in Ireland being no longer safe,
come to London to perpetrate their outrages, and it may be justly asserted
that most of the robberies, and the murders consequent upon them, have been
committed by these outcasts from Ireland.... That London is the asylum of
these rogues and vagabonds as well Irish as English who are driven by their
rogueries to seek shelter and concealment is a truth beyond dispute....
He considered that the two great causes of the supply of rogues to
London were cthe unlimited wandering of the poor of our own king-
dom and the uncontrolled importation of Irish vagabonds'.34 Except
for the two Fieldings, there could be no better authority on the under-
world of London than Saunders Welch, and the Fieldings were of
much the same opinion. Henry Fielding is reported to have said that
the greater number of those committed at Bow Street were Irish35 (this
of course would include a number of trivial assault cases). Sir John
Fielding in a letter to the Secretary of State (on the subject of Jews)
raised the question of Irish immigration. *If some restraint could be
laid on the importation of the abandoned Irish/ he wrote in 1771, *it
would be another means of preventing many robberies in this country.
There are certainly a much greater number both of Jews and Irish than
can possibly gain subsistence by honest means.*36
The evidence of the Old Bailey Sessions Papers supports this theory;
it appears that Irishmen deserting from the Irish Brigade came to
London from the Continent as well as from Ireland to live by plunder.37
Things seem to have been at their worst in the forties and fifties and
towards the end of the century the criminal element among the Irish
seems certainly to have diminished. Crime changed its character with
the improvements in street lighting and police, and foot-pads (among
whom the Irish had been conspicuous) and highwaymen gave way to
burglars. One of the reasons for crime among the London-Irish was
certainly the character of the common lodging-houses in St Giles and
Bloomsbury where beds were let at twopence a night and gin sold at a
penny a quartern, whose inhabitants, Fielding says, were chiefly Irish.

